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Résumé — Congélation dans les émulsions : aspects théoriques et applications techniques — Cet
article se concentre principalement sur le comportement à la congélation des émulsions qui sont
considérées soit comme des systèmes permettant d’obtenir des informations sur les matériaux en
surfusion, soit comme des systèmes dispersés complexes impliqués dans les procédés industriels. En
raison du fait qu’il existe une phase dispersée sous forme de fines gouttelettes dans les émulsions,
des retards à la solidification sont observés et les gouttelettes de liquide persistent même en dessous
du point de fusion du matériau. La corrélation entre la température de solidification des gouttelettes
et leur taille peut être donc utilisée pour suivre l’évolution de la morphologie de l’émulsion en
fonction du temps aussi bien sur terre que dans des conditions de microgravité (projet FASES
soutenu par l’ESA). Une description de ces phénomènes observés principalement par
microcalorimétrie sera donnée pour des corps purs dispersés ainsi que pour des solutions dispersées.
Dans certains cas, les émulsions peuvent être recherchées pour leurs propriétés spécifiques, telles que
la grande taille de l’interface huile/eau, conduisant à des transferts de masse améliorés; les émulsions
peuvent être par conséquent utilisées comme des membranes liquides pour l’extraction, le stockage
et la libération contrôlée de matières actives. Dans d’autres cas, la formation d’émulsions a un effet
néfaste sur les procédés, comme dans l’industrie pétrolière où des émulsions eau-dans-pétrole très
stables se forment facilement et compliquent l’opération de déshydratation du pétrole brut.
Abstract — Freezing Within Emulsions: Theoretical Aspects and Engineering Applications — This
article is mainly focused on the freezing behaviour of emulsions which will be considered either as systems
permitting to get information about undercooled materials or as complex dispersed systems involved in
industrial processes. Due to the fact that there exists a phase dispersed as tiny droplets in emulsions,
solidification delays are observed and liquid droplets are still observed under the melting points of pure
materials. The correlation between the solidification temperature of the droplets and their size may be
therefore used to follow the evolution of the emulsion morphology versus time on ground as in microgravity conditions (FASES project supported by ESA). A description of these phenomena mainly observed
through microcalorimetry experiments will be given for dispersed pure materials as for dispersed solutions. In some cases, emulsions may be sought after for their specific properties, such as their large oil/
water interface, leading to enhanced mass transfers; emulsions may be consequently used as liquid membranes for extraction, storage and controlled release of active materials. In other cases, the formation of
emulsions has a detrimental effect on the process. It is the case in the oil industry where very stable waterin-crude oil emulsions form easily and complicate the operation of crude oil dehydration.
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INTRODUCTION
Emulsions are well known systems as far as simple ones
are concerned. They are obtained from the stirring of
two bulk immiscible liquids, generally water and oil.
Doing so, either water or oil is dispersed as droplets
depending essentially on the relative amount of water
and oil and the procedure used for mixing. Generally
when stirring is stopped, the droplets either sediment
or cream and coalescence of the droplets gives birth to
two separated bulk phases as they were before mixing.
To obtain an emulsion that shows a kinetic stability,
namely a dispersion of droplets that will remain stable
after stopping the stirring, it is necessary to add a component that will spread at the surface of the droplets
avoiding their coalescence and therefore the breakdown
of the emulsion. These components are referred as surfactant or more scientifically as amphiphilic products
because they have the property of containing both a
hydrophilic and a lipophilic moiety. In order to satisfy
this property, these molecules will be preferably found
at the Water/Oil (W/O) interface of the droplets. Theoretically it can be shown that these components decrease
the surface energy of the droplet and therefore the total
energy of the system leading to a kinetic stability. More
details about these aspects may be found on general treatises about emulsions, as the basic one written by Becher
[1] and as some more recent ones [2-6].
Less known are the so-called double or multiple emulsions. They are obtained by dispersing an already
formed emulsion in a continuous phase corresponding
to the dispersed phase of the emulsion. Thus a W/O
emulsion dispersed in water is referred as a Water-inOil-in-Water emulsion (W/O/W), while an O/W emulsion dispersed in oil corresponds to a O/W/O emulsion.
Double or multiple emulsions are among the most used
for either entrapping active products or performing
liquid/liquid separations. Depending on the end use,
the formulation may include two surfactants to get a
kinetically stable emulsion for entrapping active products or only one for improving separation processes,
the breakdown of the multiple emulsion being generally
required at the end of the process. A general description
of uses of these emulsions for entrapping or release of
products can be found in [7-42] as they have been considered as emulsified liquid membranes showing a huge separation exchange membrane that can be estimated by the
areas of the surface droplets. For instance, starting from
a surface area of 1 cm2 which separates two equal volumes of oil and water bulk phases, the total volume
being one cm3, the emulsification into monodisperse
droplets of 1 lm radius will lead to an increase of the
total interfacial area up to around 104 cm2.

Close to simple emulsions but different inasmuch as
they contain two populations of droplets of different
composition, we find what has been referred as mixed
emulsions. They have been also considered as systems
showing liquid membranes, but easier for controlling
stability, and as a possible way to control the droplets
size [43-57]. They are obtained by gentle mixing, in order
to avoid coalescence between droplets, of two simple
emulsions containing droplets of different composition.
The evolution of this kind of emulsions due to a possible
mass transfer between droplets of different composition
will be described in this article.
Solidification and melting occurring in the emulsions
described above will be reported first. Some results
obtained by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
that permits to detect the thermal energies either released
or absorbed during either freezing or melting will be
given. From this analysis it will be shown that monitoring the changes of the solidification temperatures versus
time is a way to get information about the evolution of
the emulsions in terms of stability and mass transfers.
Some examples will be given to illustrate these phenomena, one concerning the study of the evolution of emulsions in microgravity conditions (FASES project
supported by ESA – European Space Agency) [58, 59]
and the others dealing with other applications including
the petroleum industry.

1 SOLIDIFICATION AND MELTING WITHIN EMULSIONS
The ways solidification and melting occur within emulsions have been described thoroughly in previous articles
[6, 60-65]. Only the main points needed to understand
the phenomena linked with them will be recalled in this
article. After giving some details on the technique used
to show these thermal events, namely Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), some illustrative experimental
results will be given. As the structure of the kind of emulsion under study leads to different results, simple, multiple and mixed emulsions will be treated separately.
1.1 Theoretical Aspects
Within emulsions, two types of phases are encountered:
a continuous one referred also as the bulk phase and a
dispersed one concerning all the droplets. Therefore,
solidification and melting of these two types of phases
can occur assuming of course that during the temperature scanning, these phases may undergo liquid/solid
changes of state. Knowing the materials used for making
the emulsions, it is possible to find the thermodynamic
data about melting from the literature. More complicated
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and even often impossible to find in the literature are
the data about solidification. This is due to nucleation
phenomena that induce delays which depend not only
on the volume of the studied sample but also on the used
scanning rate. And even if these parameters are well identified, no universal correlation is available and they have
to be set up for the system under study. In this article, the
properties of solidification of a single sample considered
as the continuous phase of an emulsion will be described
first. Afterwards the solidification of several samples
simulating the droplets within the emulsion will be
described.
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liquid. They include also the concept of the nucleation
rate J defined as the number of germs formed by time
unit and volume unit. This parameter traduces the fact
that as the germs are the result of density fluctuations
in the undercooled liquid, their formation must be
described in terms of probability. J can be expressed simply in terms of an activated phenomenon according to an
exponential law when in fact the phenomenon itself is
much more complicated. A positive energy E has to be
overpassed, its expression showing its dependence with
the germ radius to be formed being given by:
4
E ¼ pcR2
3

ð2Þ

1.1.1 Solidiﬁcation of a Single Sample

The main point to have in mind is that it is not possible
to consider that the whole phase submitted to a regular
cooling will solidify instantaneously and totally when
the melting point is reached, namely 0°C for water under
atmospheric pressure. At least a previous solid embryo
which has the structure of the solid to be formed has
to be created, and furthermore it has to be larger than
a critical size to grow, otherwise it will disappear. The
embryo of critical size is referred as a germ. Its formation
is the result of local fluctuations of density and therefore
it has necessarily a size relevant to what is called colloidal
particles for which capillary aspects have to be taken into
account. The main point is that, due to the great curvature of the germ surface, the pressure inside the germ Ps
is larger than the one of the surrounding liquid Pl
according to the Laplace law:
Ps  Pl ¼

2c
R

ð1Þ

c being the interfacial energy between the germ and the
surrounding liquid and R being the radius of the germ.
Therefore, what could be called a metastable equilibrium between the solid germ and the surrounding liquid
can only be achieved when the temperature is lower than
the one corresponding to the equilibrium between a macroscopic solid of infinite radius and the liquid. Nucleation in a sample has been thoroughly described in
basic books dealing with the nucleation of a liquid droplet [66-71] in a supersaturated vapor. Fewer studies are
devoted to the nucleation of a solid in a liquid due to
the problem for defining a solid germ and its properties,
the pioneers in the field being Turnbull [72], Dufour and
Defay [66] and Pruppacher and Klett [68]. Nevertheless
these theories have been successfully applied to nucleation in condense systems and they give reliable information about the thermodynamic properties of the
equilibrium between the solid germ and the undercooled

The expression of J versus E is written as:


E
J ¼ A exp 
kT

ð3Þ

A being a parameter depending essentially on viscosity,
k the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature in
Kelvin. This formula traduces the expected fact that
the smallest R is, the highest J is. The thermodynamic
study of the system shows that R is the biggest when
the difference between the melting temperature Tm and
the temperature T is the smallest in agreement with the
fact that for T = Tm the radius can be considered as infinite. It follows that E is infinite and J = 0. Solidification
at Tm appears as difficult to obtain spontaneously and
when solidification is required in industrial applications,
nucleation is provoked and therefore under control by
adding specific materials that will induce the nucleation.
Of course the best material to do so should be a particle
of the material itself. That is the process used for solidification of materials such as NaCl in an aqueous solution. But very often in the conditions in which
nucleation has to occur, solid particles are not available.
It is the case for the formation of ice from undercooled
water at a temperature less than 0°C and solid particles
showing the best isomorphism with the solid to be
formed have to be found. A well known nucleation initiator for ice is silver iodide. Many studies have been
undertaken with this material in the field of meteorology.
For the time being the results are not completely
satisfactory as far as it has been shown that the probabilistic character of nucleation remains. The required
energy is of course less but not enough to suppress this
aspect [73].
The ways to freeze and melt a solution are much
more complicated in comparison to what has been
described for a pure compound insomuch as two
compounds are present and may crystallize or melt at
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different temperatures. Furthermore the behavior can be
different depending on the relative solubility of one of
the compound in the other. In this article, we only present the already complicated problem where the solid
phases are pure crystals and where there is an eutectic
equilibrium. That is generally the case for water+salt
binary systems.
1.1.2 Several Samples: Droplets of an Emulsion

The simplest model is to consider that the whole droplets
have the same radius r, not to be confused with the germ
radius R needed for initiating the solidification of the
droplet.
Pure Compound (during a regular cooling)
In this section, we present the case of the crystallization
of droplets which are supposed to be sufficiently distant
from each other to ignore thermal effects. It would, for
example, be the case of droplets in clouds or in very
slightly concentrated emulsions.
Let us suppose that all droplets, in number N0, have
the same volume V0. They are dispersed within an emulsion which is regularly cooled at a constant cooling rate
b (<0 for a cooling). During this cooling, germs are
formed and droplets freeze assuming that freezing takes
place as soon as a germ is formed. It is noteworthy that
Equation (3) gives the number of germs formed per second in a volume unit, but it does not give any information about where in the volume these germs are
formed. Therefore the appearance of a germ and by
the way the freezing of a droplet is a ‘random phenomenon’ leading to a scattering of the freezing temperatures
even for droplets having the same volume V0. Nevertheless the dispersion of the freezing temperatures does not
prevent the recognition of a very characteristic mean
value which has been called the mean freezing temperature according to Dufour and Defay [66]. Another temperature has been introduced more for commodity
reasons than for theoretical ones linked to the experimental procedure used to study a great number of droplets as it is the case in an emulsion. This temperature has
been referred in the literature as the most probable freezing temperature T* [60, 61, 74-76].
Let be dN the number of droplets that freeze during
cooling either between times t and t þ dt or between temperatures T and T þ dT . Namely,
dN ¼ N ðt þ dt Þ  N ðt Þ ¼ J ðt ÞV 0 ½N 0  N ðt Þdt

ð4Þ

or
dT
ð5Þ
dN ¼ N ðT þ dT Þ  N ðT Þ ¼ J ðT ÞV 0 ½N 0  N ðT Þ
jbj

In Equation (5), N0 and b are constants, and J(T) and
N0  N(T) vary from 0 to 1 and from N0 to 0, respectively, when T decreases during the cooling down to a
temperature at which all the droplets are frozen. Therefore, a maximum in dN
dT is expected, which corresponds
to T*.
Pure Compound (at a fixed temperature T  Tm)
In the preceding section, the way the droplets freeze during a steady cooling has been described. Another way to
obtain their freezing is to maintain the emulsion at a
fixed temperature T below the melting temperature,
namely 273.15 K for a W/O emulsion.
The great advantage to do so is that the nucleation
rate J is a constant versus time and the integration of
relation (4) is straightforward as far as it is assumed that
at time 0, all the droplets are liquid when T is not too
close to T*:


N
In 1 
¼ JV t
ð6Þ
N0
When the model is validated, it is possible to get J
by performing experiments that will give the percentage
of frozen droplets N/N0 versus time. By plotting
ln (1  N/N0) versus time the slope of the straight line
will give JV and therefore J for a known volume V. This
method has been used for getting the value of the interfacial energy c of the surface between the germ and the
undercooled liquid, value which cannot be determined
directly [64, 72].
The model described before can be improved by introducing in the equations the polydispersity of the droplets
described by an analytical function. An example of such
a determination can be found [60, 74] by using the following analytical function:
"
  #
1 dN
D2
2 D 3
g ðD Þ ¼
¼ 2 3 exp 
dD N
3 Dp
Dp

ð7Þ

In this relation, g gives the proportion of droplets the
diameter D of which is included between D and
D + dD, Dp being the mean diameter and N the total
number of droplets under study. It has been found that
this relationship is suitable for a water-in-oil emulsion
whose polydispersity has been determined by the freeze
fracture technique [74].
The proportion of crystallized volume Z(t) given
by:

Z ðt Þ ¼

X VdN ðV ; tÞ
dN

V total

ð8Þ
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can be expressed as:
Z ðt Þ ¼ 1  

1
1þ

V
3 2p

J ðT Þt

ð9Þ

2

Vp being the mean volume deduced from the polydispersity analysis (Eq. 7).
Binary Compound
Let us now examine the case of a solution of two compounds A + B which is dispersed as droplets within an
emulsion. The way the droplets solidify during a steady
cooling can be deduced from what has been described
for a single sample of volume V and for droplets of a
pure material of same volume V dispersed within an
emulsion. In that case a mean temperature of solidification of either A or B can be introduced and the phases
diagram can be completed as it appears in Figure 1 [65].
The composition is given by the molar fraction xb of
component B. The equilibrium curves are given by the

T

e

B

B0

e

Σe

e

A0

e

A

Γe
E
B'
A

B

A'

(A+B)

(B+A)
Γ

solid line while the mean solidification temperatures
are given by the dotted lines. Note that these mean solidification temperatures may be easily determined by a single DSC test on a monodisperse W/O emulsion sample,
as the high number of droplets dispersed in the emulsion
allows a statistical treatment of the solidification temperatures of all the droplets (see Sect. 1.2). For xb = 0, it is
the mean solidification temperature of the pure component A which is given, while for xb = 1, it is the one of
pure component B. For example, for an aqueous solution of NaCl dispersed as micro size droplets, the point
on the axis xb = 0 will give –40°C for pure water. For
a dispersed solution the composition of which is given
by the abscissa of point Ae, only the solid phase A
appears first and the mean crystallization temperature
is given by the ordinate of point A. A certain amount
of solid phase will form until the composition of the
remaining solution reaches the one given by the abscissa
of point A0 belonging to the extension of the equilibrium
curve solid A + solution, i.e. Ce. The total solidification
will be obtained at a lower temperature at a point indicated as (B+A) in Figure 1. A similar behavior is
obtained when solid B appears first. The great advantage
of studying the behavior of a population of droplets,
which is the case when emulsions are concerned, is that
the dotted lines C and R can be obtained experimentally
and their knowledge permits to predict how the solidification of droplets will occur versus their composition.
These curves are not equilibrium ones and therefore they
are dependent on the cooling rate and the droplets sizes.
Nevertheless, as it has previously been underlined for a
pure disperse material, they can show an evolution of
the emulsion due to the changing of the droplets sizes.
Furthermore a change in the composition can be followed through the change of the mean solidification temperatures of the droplets. This property has been used to
follow mass transfers in emulsions between phases of different compositions as it will be shown in the section
devoted to applications.

Σ

1.1.3 Solidiﬁcation Within Multiple Emulsions

ε

0

419

1

Figure 1
Phase diagram for a supercooled binary system A + B.
Solid line: solid-liquid equilibrium curves, solid xb = 0,
liquidus Ce for x < x(E); solid xb = 1, liquidus Re for
x > x(E), with E: eutectic point. Dotted line: most probable solidification temperatures for dispersed solutions
within emulsions: A solidification: C; B solidification: R;
complete solidification points (A + B) and (B + A).

As it has been described in the Introduction, two kinds
of multiple emulsions may be encountered, i.e. W/O/W
or O/W/O.
Let us first consider W/O/W emulsions for which
water droplets are dispersed within oil globules themselves being dispersed within an aqueous phase. Each
oil globule can be considered as a W/O emulsion and
the rules for solidification are the same as the ones
described in the preceding section for a W/O emulsion.
For the bulk aqueous phase in which the oil globules
are dispersed, the rules of crystallization/melting are
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the same as the ones described for a unique sample,
assuming that the presence of the oil globules has no
influence on the nucleation. Nevertheless, as the probability of nucleation is higher for the bulk aqueous phase
than for the smaller disperse droplets, it is expected that
the nucleation will be observed first in the bulk and later
on in the droplets. This situation may have an effect on
the further nucleation of the droplets due to a mass
transfer from the already frozen bulk phase to the still
liquid droplets. An example of this phenomenon will
be given in the section devoted to mass transfer within
emulsions.
For O/W/O emulsions, the droplets in the aqueous
globules are made of oil, the globules being themselves
dispersed within an oil medium. Even if they contain
oil droplets, the water globules are expected to crystallize
at a mean temperature which is dependent on their volume as it has been stressed in the section devoted to
the descriptions of the rules of droplets crystallization.
Should the oil phases (droplets and bulk) undergo solidification, the rules will be the same as the ones presented
for W/O/W emulsions.
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Figure 2
Freezing curve of a water-in-oil (W/O) emulsion (heat flow
versus temperature, exothermic signal downwards).
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1.1.4 Solidiﬁcation Within Mixed Emulsion

These emulsions have been described in the introduction.
In so far as they contain two populations of droplets of
different compositions, the crystallization and the melting will occur at temperatures which depend on the composition of the droplets as it has been described in the
section devoted to crystallization and melting of droplets
from binary solutions. Therefore it is expected that the
droplets crystallize around two different mean temperatures based on their composition. This result has been
used to follow the possible mass transfer at ambient temperature due to the difference of composition, the emulsions being considered as systems showing liquid
membranes. Examples will be given in the section on
mass transfer within emulsions.

1.2 Experimental Results
This section describes some results essentially obtained
by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). The principle of the technique is based on the monitoring of the
energy which is either released or absorbed during freezing or melting of an emulsion sample that has been
poured in a crucible and inserted in the head of a calorimeter. This technique has been described thoroughly
elsewhere [59, 62, 63, 65] for such determinations. Referring to different kinds of emulsions as described before,
signals showing the progressive freezing of either the

-80
-100
-120

mW

-140
-160
Figure 3
Freezing curve of a water bulk sample of a few mm3 (heat
flow versus temperature, exothermic signal downwards).

dispersed droplets or bulk phases present in the emulsions are expected. Typical freezing curves observed for
pure compounds are given in Figures 2 and 3.
Microscopic observation made on emulsions have
shown that Figure 2 is characteristic of water droplets
whose radius is around 1 lm. The number of droplets
dispersed in the sample of emulsion of a few milligrams
is very high and sufficient to allow a statistic treatment of
the various solidification temperatures of the whole
droplets. The energy released during the droplets freezing is evidenced on the obtained thermogram as an exothermic peak with a quite perfect bell shape as the
emulsion is monodisperse. The apex temperature of the
peak corresponds to the most probable temperature of
solidification T* and may be correlated to the mean
droplet size.
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Figure 3 has been retained as characteristic of a completely destabilized W/O emulsion showing a bulk water
phase. Only one germ may initiate the solidification and
once nucleation occurs, the complete process of crystallization is very fast. Therefore a significant amount of
energy is released in a very short time, and that is the reason why the first part of the exothermic freezing peak is
so sharp. Note that the freezing temperature Tc is
expected to vary from one sample to another, because
nucleation is a stochastic phenomenon.
Should the emulsion evolve with time, intermediate
signals between these two given by Figures 2 and 3 will
be observed. That is the basis of the technique proposed
for monitoring the evolution of W/O emulsions in microgravity conditions. This study named FASES project
supported by ESA is described elsewhere [59]. For the
time being only results obtained on ground are available,
experiments in the FSL (Fluid Science Laboratory) having not yet been performed. The aim of the study is to see
the influence of gravity through sedimentation and
convection on the evolution of emulsions by observing
the changes of the droplets freezing temperatures versus
time. An example of experiments on ground are given in
Figure 4 for fresh emulsions (t = 0 day), and after storage at room temperature during several days (1, 2 and
15 days).
These curves clearly show that there is a significant
change of the emulsion with time, the freezing signals
being shifted to higher temperatures between 0 and
15 days. This is in agreement with dispersed water showing increasingly big droplets, due to coalescence phenomena. For t = 15 days, it is noticeable that even a

45
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30
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Figure 4
Evolution with time of the freezing curves for W/O emulsions (heat flow versus temperature, exothermic signal
upwards).
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part of the initially completely dispersed water
(t ¼ 0 day) partially appears as a bulk phase, as evidenced by the signal which starts at –20°C and shows a
steep slope as in Figure 3. Note that in the case of the
bulk phase the starting point of the signal can change
even for a same sample due to the random character of
nucleation phenomena, as it has been described in the
section devoted to the solidification of single samples.
The freezing and melting curves expected when a solution is dispersed (instead of a pure compound) are schematically given in Figure 5.
One or two signals can be obtained depending on the
composition of the solution under study and the temperature reached during cooling. For a population of samples as it is the case for droplets dispersed within an
emulsion, a distribution of the solidification temperatures has to be taken into account as for droplets made
of a pure material. Therefore, the freezing curve
obtained by DSC will show one or two signals due to
the solidification of either A or B followed or not by a
signal at a lower temperature due to the complete solidification of the remaining solution existing after the previous solidification in agreement with the theoretical
description made in section on binary compounds. The
mean freezing temperatures obtained by taking the temperatures of the apex of the freezing signals [65] allow to
draw curves representing the behavior described in section on binary compounds. The results obtained depend
on the composition and the temperatures reached during
cooling are described schematically in Figure 5 for 6
compositions indicated by dotted lines. The composition
is given by the molar fraction of component B. Curves
Ae0 E and Be0 E are the equilibrium curves that give the
A solidification points and the B solidification points
respectively. These curves join together at the eutectic
point E. When a solution is dispersed within an emulsion
the solidification of the droplets shows different results
depending on the composition. A composition, different
from the eutectic point E, separates the sequence of the
events. This point indicated as e on the graph is found
at the intersection of two lines that give the mean solidification temperatures of A for x < xe and the mean
solidification temperatures of B for x > xe. The circles
mimic the contents of the droplets regarding the solid
materials present. They are drawn in front of the respective signals shown by DSC. For example for droplets
whose composition is given by dotted line 2, the cooling
curve exhibits two signals, one showing the partial solidification of A and at a lower temperature the total solidification of the droplet, namely the solidification of B
and the solidification of the remaining A which is still
liquid. As it can be seen on the diagram, the signals shift
with the composition. The temperature of the apex of the
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Figure 5
Schematic binary system A + B, with cooling DSC curves and droplets solid contents at 6 compositions of dispersed solution within
emulsions and with melting DSC curve at composition 1* (for practical reasons of clarity, the thermograms are vertical).

first signal observed gives the mean solidification temperature as it was yet described for dispersed pure material. The heating curve represented in Figure 5 by the
line 1* for the composition represented by the dotted
line 1, shows the eutectic melting followed by the progressive melting of component A until its complete dissolution when the equilibrium line is reached. This diagram
is a schematic one for the case considered, i.e. solutions
that can be mixed in all proportions and that show an
eutectic point. Generally, especially for (water+salt)
systems, the diagram is limited because very concentrated solutions of B are impossible to reach.
An example of such behavior has been obtained for
the binary (NH4Cl + H2O) solutions dispersed within
an emulsion (Fig. 6) [6].
The results dealing with a solution of molar fraction x
higher than the one corresponding to the saturation at
20°C have been obtained by using a process involving
mass transfer of water in the emulsion, as solutions do
not bear high temperatures due to decomposition. To
do so, an emulsion containing a dispersed solution of

molar fraction x0 = 0.100, i.e. undersaturated at 20°C,
is placed in a rather dry atmosphere in order to provoke
the evaporation of the droplets by regular agitation. The
emulsion under study is regularly weighted in order to
know the amount of evaporated water and to deduce
the actual molar fraction of the droplets. It was surprising to see at this time that the evaporation which is a
result of a mass transfer of water in the oil medium
was occurring quite homogeneously in the emulsion.
This point was checked by performing a DSC test on a
sample taken from the mother emulsion submitted to
evaporation. The signal obtained was the one obtained
by studying an emulsion made with a solution directly
dispersed in the oil medium and having the molar fraction of the mother emulsion under study.
The temperatures of the apex of the various signals
obtained during cooling are indicated as crosses in
Figure 6. Depending on the composition, one, two or
even three signals can be observed in agreement with
the theoretical presentation of the expected results indicated in Figure 6. The third one specific to the binary
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2.1.1 Mass Transfers Within Mixed Emulsions
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In the case of W/O mixed emulsions containing pure
water droplets and aqueous urea solution droplets stabilized by lanolin surfactant, the DSC cooling curves
(Fig. 7) indicate two solidification peaks corresponding
to the freezing signal I of pure water droplet at
Tc = –39°C (Fig. 7a) and the freezing signal II of
aqueous urea solution droplets with a concentration of
30 wt% at Tc = –60°C (Fig. 7b). DSC cooling curves
point out a noticeable decrease of the signal I area with
time characteristic of pure water droplets freezing
(Fig. 7c, d). In addition, DSC cooling curves show a shift
with time towards higher temperature for the signal II
corresponding to the solidification of (water+urea)

α
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Figure 6
Freezing curves for the binary NH4Cl+H2O dispersed
within a W/O emulsion.
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t = 5 min

under study is the one corresponding to thermal transition at –31°C. Curve C is not an equilibrium curve but
it gives the points at which ice first appears in the droplets while curve R gives the points at which salt appears
first in the droplets. They join at point e that reminds the
eutectic point ee but which is not an equilibrium point
and furthermore which does not show the same composition. The degrees of undercooling given by curve C
vary between 40°C (pure water) and 49°C for x0 = 0.15
and the degrees of supersaturation given by curve R
vary between 145°C for x0 = 0.16 and 211°C for
x0 = 0.35.

c)

t = 35 min

d)
dq/dt

1 mCaVs

2 APPLICATIONS
This section presents applications in the field of mass
transfer and crude oil production.
2.1 Mass Transfer
An application of the results obtained by studying the
freezing and melting occurring within emulsions concerns the mass transfer within emulsions. More details
about these transfers can be found in references [26-28,
43-45, 48-51, 55].

t = 65 min

e)
-40

-50

-60

T(°C)
Figure 7
DSC cooling curves of W/O mixed emulsion with pure
water droplets a) and water+urea droplets b) dispersed
in oil media at successive time intervals c) t = 5 min;
d) t = 35 min; e) t = 65 min, exothermic signal upwards
(from [48]).
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T* = –39.5°C corresponding to freezing of pure water
droplet (Fig. 10a) and a solidification signal II relative
to the freezing of aqueous NaCl solution droplets with a
concentration of 20 wt% at Tc = –67°C (Fig. 10g). With
time, DSC cooling curves show a decrease of the area of
the solidification signal I of pure water droplets whereas
the freezing signal II appears to broaden first and then
to be more and more narrow (Fig. 10a-e). These results
evidence the decrease of the amount of pure water droplets in the mixed emulsion by a dilution of the
water+NaCl droplets by the water coming from the pure
water droplets. After 82 min, the DSC cooling curves do
not change any more and the signal I has practically disappeared while a well defined signal II observed at around
Tc = –51°C is noticeable (Fig. 10e). This unique signal
evidences that the complete water mass transfer is
achieved: no more pure water droplets are still present
and the (water+NaCl) droplets are diluted as much as
possible. From the knowledge of the phase diagram of
the water+NaCl emulsified system, and the melting temperature of the final droplets population, it was deduced
that the unique signal observed at –51°C is characteristic
of the freezing of 10 wt% aqueous NaCl solution droplets. This final composition is in agreement with the formulation of the W/O mixed emulsion. The evolution of
the percentage of pure water moles numbers in mixed
emulsion was deduced from the surface area of the solidification signal I of pure water (Fig. 11).
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droplets. Therefore these results evidence that there is no
urea transfer and that water has been transported from
the pure water droplets towards the (water+urea) droplets, causing their dilution, according to the calibration
curve of this system reported in Figure 8. Finally, only
one signal at around T = –48°C is observed
65 min after the mixing and no more evolution has been
observed after that time (Fig. 7e). This unique signal suggests that there are no more pure water droplets whereas
the (water+urea) droplets are still present, their dilution
having reached a maximum. From the knowledge of
the dependence of the (water+urea) droplets freezing
temperature versus the urea composition (Fig. 8), it
was deduced that the unique signal observed at
Tc = –48°C is characteristic of the freezing of 15 wt%
urea solution droplets. This final composition is in agreement with the initial W/O mixed emulsion obtained by
mixing equal masses of each W/O simple emulsion containing 30% of pure water droplets and 30% of aqueous
urea solution droplets. The evolution of pure water
moles numbers in mixed emulsion was deduced from
the surface area of the solidification signal I of pure
water (Fig. 9). The water transfer can be modeled by
an homogeneous solution-diffusion model [48].
In the case of W/O mixed emulsions containing pure
water droplets and aqueous NaCl solution droplets stabilized by lanolin surfactant, the DSC cooling curves
(Fig. 10) indicate a solidification signal I at
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Figure 9

Freezing temperature of urea solution versus urea concentration. Te: equilibrium freezing temperature of the urea
solution in bulk; T*: temperature of crystallization of the
micro-sized droplets of urea solution dispersed in oil media
(from [48]).

Percentage y of pure water moles numbers transferred in
W/O mixed emulsion with pure water droplets and
water+urea droplets dispersed in oil media versus time
(from [48]).
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W/O mixed emulsion with pure water droplets and
water+NaCl droplets dispersed in oil media (oil A or oil
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Figure 10
DSC cooling curves of W/O mixed emulsion with pure
water droplets and water+NaCl droplets dispersed in oil
media at successive time intervals a) t = 2 min;
b) t = 25 min; c) t = 43 min; d) t = 62 min; e) t =
82 min after the mixing of f) emulsion 1 (pure water and
g) emulsion 2 (water+NaCl) (from [49]).

In the case of W/O mixed emulsions containing
pure water droplets and aqueous urea solution droplets
stabilized by hydrophobic silica particles, the DSC
curves (Fig. 12) indicate a solidification signal I at
Tc = –37°C very close to what was observed for the
freezing of pure water droplets (Fig. 12a) and a solidification signal II at Tc = –52.6°C characteristic of the

freezing of aqueous urea solution droplets with a concentration of 20wt% (Fig. 12b). DSC curves reveal that
the evolution of the solidification signal occurs similarly
to what is observed in the case of W/O mixed emulsions
stabilized by a surfactant. Therefore these results evidence that aqueous urea solution droplets are diluted
by the transfer of water from pure water droplets which
progressively disappear from the mixed emulsion, in
agreement with the previous studies presented. DSC
cooling curves show no modification of the unique solidification peaks observed from 2 h characteristic of the
complete water mass transfer. Similar experiments were
performed on W/O mixed emulsions prepared in the
same condition but containing pure water droplets and
aqueous urea solution droplets stabilized by the non
ionic Span80 surfactant. The same evolutions of the
solidification signals are observed, but the unique solidification peak resulting for complete water mass transfer
is observed after 1hour of evolution.
This work shows a water mass transfer through the
oil media from the pure water droplets to the aqueous
droplets containing a solute, causing their dilution. The
transfer mechanism found is in agreement with the
solution-diffusion model. This mechanism supposes that
water can be solubilized in the oil medium and can also
diffuse in this oil medium due to the composition discrepancy between the droplets that creates a chemical potential
gradient. According to thermodynamic considerations,
water transfer is expected from the pure water droplets
(highest water chemical potential) toward the
water+solute droplets (lowest water chemical potential),
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and not the reverse. The results show that the characteristic
time scale for water transport through the oil media can be
about one hour in presence of surfactant. The kinetics of
composition ripening seems to depend on parameters of
emulsion formulation as the surfactant type and concentration, the solute type and concentration, and the presence of solid particles in the oil media. The mass transfer
process is attributed to the great exchange area available
in the emulsion and furthermore to the necessary presence
of the surfactants. Although, the role of these parameters is
not yet clearly established. These results evidence that the
presence of silica particles in the oil media does not stop
but slow down the water mass transfer, in comparison to
a surfactant. These results suggest that the mechanism of
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2.1.2 Mass Transfer Within Multiple Emulsions

W/O/W emulsions entrapping different compounds,
urea or MgSO4 have been studied by using the DSC
technique. The release of tetradecane within an O/W/O
multiple emulsion has also been studied by DSC and
some of the results obtained are given thereafter. It is
described how to detect the variations of composition
of the external oil phases due to mass transfer, as a function of time.
The tetradecane/water/hexadecane (O1/W/O2) multiple emulsions were prepared in a two-step emulsification
method [26]. Figure 13 is an example of the solidification
curves obtained versus time. In this figure, the initial
DSC curve was obtained by submitting the emulsion to
cooling 1 minute after its preparation and it presents
three peaks of crystallization. At that time, it is reasonable to consider that the transfer has not yet started
and the three peaks of crystallization correspond to the
crystallization of the three different phases composing
the multiple emulsion. The signal at around –18°C represents the crystallization of the aqueous phase and it is
characteristic of bulk water crystallization as it has been
described previously. Even if the aqueous phase is dispersed as a multitude of globules, their size of around
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Figure 12
DSC cooling curves of W/O mixed emulsion with pure
water droplets and (water+urea) droplets dispersed in oil
media and stabilized by hydrophobic silica particles at successive time intervals a) corresponding W/O simple emulsion of water+urea droplets at t = 0; b) corresponding
W/O simple emulsion of pure water droplets;
c) t = 10 min; d) t = 1 h 15 min; e) t = 3 h 15 min;
f) t = 20 h; g) t = 23 h (from [55]).
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Figure 13
Evolution of the DSC curves of an O1/W/O2 tetradecane/
water/hexadecane multiple emulsion containing 2 wt% of
surfactant Tween 20 in the aqueous membrane.
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1 mm is not sufficiently tiny to involve nucleation delays
like those observed in W/O emulsions droplets of a few
lm3. Therefore the behavior of crystallization of aqueous globule looks like the crystallization of water bulk
phase. The exothermic peak at 17°C in the initial part
of the signal is sharp and is attributed to the bulk hexadecane crystallization. The hexadecane crystallizes at
17°C but with a very little degree of subcooling, its melting temperature being of 18°C. The third bell shape peak
is attributed to the crystallization of the tetradecane dispersed droplets. The temperature is –12.8°C and is given
by the apex of the peak which means that nearly 50% of
the droplets are crystallized.
Figure 13 also shows a clear evolution with time of the
crystallization peaks of the internal phase and the external phase. Actually, the crystallization peak of the
tetradecane exhibits a progressive decrement in intensity
whereas the temperature of the crystallization peaks of
hexadecane decreases progressively from 17°C to 10°C.
From these results it can be deduced that tetradecane
releases gradually over time. On the ultimate DSC curve,
the crystallization peak of tetradecane disappears which
means that the globules are empty and all the tetradecane has been transferred in the external phase. Consequently the external phase composition has changed
over time from pure hexadecane to a given tetradecane/hexadecane composition at the end of the transfer,
passing through different intermediate compositions.
From these experiments and the calibration curve that
gives the solidification temperature of tetradecane versus
temperature, it has been possible to determine the percentage of tetradecane still entrapped at time t. The values of the fraction of encapsulated tetradecane versus
time obtained for different amounts of Tween20 (2, 4
and 7%) are reported in Figure 14.
The emulsions initially contained the same amount of
encapsulated tetradecane and it can be easily observed
that the kinetics depend on the amount of Tween 20 contained in the membrane. The higher the concentration of
surfactant is, the faster the release of tetradecane is. Nevertheless, it must be emphasized that tetradecane is gradually released through the aqueous membrane and that
no globule breaking was observed during the life time
of the multiple emulsion.
A theoretical analysis has shown that the mass transfer occurs essentially by micellar diffusion [77].

2.2 Crude Oil Emulsions in Production
Another application concerns the oil industry, and especially the liquid/liquid separation during crude oil
exploitation.

Fraction of encapsulated tetradecane P
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Figure 14
Evolution of the mass fraction of tetradecane encapsulated
within the aqueous globule at different concentrations of
Tween 20 in the aqueous membranes phase.

In the oil industry, crude oil is always produced along
with water. This produced water is mainly composed of
formation water coming from the reservoir and from
additional water that is often injected into the reservoirs
to force the oil to the surface. As the field becomes
depleted the produced water content of the oil tends to
increase. During crude oil production, all conditions
for the formation of stable emulsions are gathered, i.e.
the presence of two non-miscible fluids (produced water
and crude oil), zones of strong agitation to disperse
one liquid into small droplets by turbulence or shear
forces, and the presence of natural or added surfactants
in the oil.
Very stable emulsions can be formed at the wellhead
because of the sudden pressure drops that can occur in
the choke valve or in the pumps. It is noteworthy that
most of the crude oil emulsions formed in the field are
of the W/O type. Nevertheless, O/W emulsions and multiple or complex emulsions (O/W/O or W/O/W) can also
be encountered. In regular W/O oilfield emulsions, the
dispersed aqueous phase is usually called “Sediment
and Water” (S&W) and the continuous phase is crude
oil. The dispersed S&W phase is essentially saline water,
but may contain different types of solids. Crude oil emulsions vary from one field to another because crude oils
differ by their geological age, chemical composition
and associated impurities and furthermore, produced
water exhibits physical and chemical properties which
are also specific to each reservoir. Nevertheless, the common point for all the fields is that numerous surfactants
or emulsifying agents are present in the produced fluids
[78, 79]:

– indigenous surface active compounds such as asphaltenes and resins, that can play the role of high molecular weight surfactants;
– finely divided solids such as clay, sand, shale, silt, gilsonite, corrosion products, crystallized paraffins or
waxes and precipitated asphaltenes and resins;
– chemical products used during production such as
corrosion inhibitors, paraffin dispersants, biocides,
cleaners and detergents, wetting agents, etc.
The emulsions formed can be very stable because of
the presence of rigid films formed by polar compounds,
such as asphaltenes and resins, and other fine solids
which poses significant challenges during oil/water separation in surface production facilities [80-82]. Effective
separation of crude oil and water is essential to ensure
the quality of separated phases at the lowest cost.
Crude-oil dehydration is generally accomplished by a
combination of mechanical, electrical, thermal, and
chemical methods. The addition of chemical additives
is by far the most common method in emulsion breaking.
The chemicals disrupt the interfacial film and enhance
emulsion breaking.
Earlier studies [83, 84] have shown the importance of
emulsion characteristics on the performance and optimization of oil/water separation. The main objective is to
provide recommendations to reduce treatment costs
and optimize oil/water separation in the field.
Crude oil emulsions are often difficult to characterize because of their opacity, their high water concentration (named “water cut” in oil production), the
presence of various types of solids in both phases
and the organic nature of the continuous phase. The
determination of the droplet size distribution in oilfield
emulsions is particularly important, because of the
strong dependence between the rate of separation
between crude oil and water and the size of the droplets. A knowledge of the drop size distribution is
clearly an important factor in the design of separation
equipment [81].
The study of the freezing behaviour of emulsions by
microcalorimetry may provide useful qualitative information about their morphology. Firstly, it is particularly
easy to differentiate a bulk phase from a dispersed one or
to characterize the degree of polydispersity of an emulsion. Emulsion size may be modified during time, temperature cycles, crystallizations, mechanical stress or
chemical reactivity for example. Qualitative information
about alterations of emulsions may then be obtained by
direct comparison of thermograms. So it is possible to
study the influence of different agitation conditions on
the drop size distributions of real samples of crude oil
[62, 85-87] as shown in Figures 15 and 16. Figure 15
shows the DSC thermograms obtained from the analysis
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DSC thermograms of a heavy crude oil emulsion made with
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DSC thermogram of a multiple water-in-crude oil-in-water
emulsion (from [87]).

of a heavy crude oil emulsion made with a high-shear
device (Ultra-Turrax agitator) or with a low-shear blade
agitator. The superimposition of both thermograms
clearly underlines that the high-shear device causes the
formation of water droplets that crystallize at lower
temperatures, i.e. the average droplets size is smaller.
Moreover, it is noteworthy that the thermogram of the
blade-made emulsion shows two overlapping signals
characteristic of a polydisperse emulsion. Figure 16 is
an illustration of the occurrence of multiple emulsions
when mixing crude oil and brine close to the inversion
point, i.e. for a water phase fraction around 60%. The
aqueous phase separated after the dispersion of crude
oil and brine through a calibrated orifice used as a model
choke valve was sampled and analysed by DSC.
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Figure 17
Thermograms of W/O emulsions. Black line: emulsion
formed at pH7. Grey line: emulsion formed at pH11 with
surfactant SDBS.
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The thermogram clearly shows a first exothermic signal
around –15°C which is characteristic of the freezing of
free water (continuous phase) but also a second very
small exothermic signal around –40°C which underlines
the freezing of emulsified water. This type of thermogram is characteristic of a multiple W/O/W emulsion,
as it was confirmed by optical microscopy [87].
Microcalorimetry may be also very helpful to study
the effect of a change of the aqueous phase composition
on the morphology of emulsions, as it is the case in EOR
(Enhanced Oil Recovery) applications, when chemicals
are used to improve crude oil recovery. Chemical EOR
operations consist in a combination of Surfactant and
Polymer (SP) or Alkaline, Surfactant and Polymer
(ASP) or variations of these two injection processes.
As a matter of fact, EOR chemicals interact with reservoir fluids according to relatively complicated physical
chemical mechanisms. Surfactants tend to decrease the
oil/water InterFacial Tension (IFT), alkali saponifies
indigenous acidic components in the crude, resulting in
higher water solubility and lower IFT, and finally, polymers increase the viscosity of the aqueous phase. These
phenomena may contribute to the formation of stable
emulsions that may strongly differ from naturally occurring oilfield emulsions stabilized by indigenous polar
components in the crude (resins, asphaltenes, etc.). A
recent study presents an experimental investigation to
underline the potential risk for emulsion formation in
the framework of a chemical EOR operation (P, SP or
ASP) and to quantify the impact of EOR chemicals on
the efficiency of classical separation treatments (gravity
separation, chemical demulsification and electrocoalescence) [88]. A diluted heavy oil system for which the
interfacial behaviour has been previously studied in presence of alkali and surfactant was selected [89]. The stability of W/O emulsions formed in presence of alkaline
(Na2CO3, pH11) and surfactant (Sodium Dodecyl Benzene Sulfonate, SDBS) under strong conditions of shearing was compared to emulsions formed with a brine at
pH7. An analysis was performed with DSC to compare
both types of emulsion (pH7 without surfactant and
pH11). The thermograms in Figure 17 show that the signals of water melting obtained during heating are similar, which is expected because ice melts at constant
temperature whatever the volume of the droplets in the
emulsion. But it is noteworthy that during cooling, the
exothermic signal of water freezing is very fine and centred around –40°C at pH11, while it is wider and shifted
towards temperatures above –40°C at pH7. This analysis
suggests that the emulsion formed at pH11 is monodisperse and contains very small water droplets, which
was confirmed by cryo-SEM and Dynamic Light Scattering analysis.
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Figure 18
DSC thermograms of real oilfield emulsions. Black line:
monodisperse W/O emulsion with a total salinity of
180 g/L. Grey line: polydisperse W/O emulsion with a total
salinity of 110 g/L.

From a practical point of view, it is relatively easy to
get a rapid signature of the morphology and composition of real emulsions directly sampled from the oilfield
by using microcalorimetry [63, 90]. Figure 18 gives the
example of 2 different W/O emulsions. The first
thermogram (black line) shows a single regular peak of
ice freezing during cooling at approximately –70°C,
characteristic of a fine and monodisperse emulsion.
The low value of the freezing temperature is due to the
relatively high salinity of the aqueous phase, as shown
by the melting signal. In fact, the melting peak is composed of two overlapping signals. The first one is the
eutectic melting, around –20°C, which indicates that
the main component of the brine is NaCl (the theoretical
eutectic melting of the H2O-NaCl sytem is at –21°C).
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The second signal ends at around –18°C, which corresponds to a composition of 21% of NaCl in water for
a pure binary system. These characteristics rapidly
deduced from DSC analysis have been confirmed by
cryo-SEM analysis which pointed out the occurrence
of a monodisperse emulsion with an average diameter
of 2 lm and by the results from the geochemical analysis
of the associated water for which a total salinity of
180 g/L was found, the major salt being NaCl. The second thermogram (grey line) gives several exothermic
peaks during cooling, indicating a polydisperse emulsion. The main peak at around –60°C is characteristic
of finely emulsified water droplets but the other peaks
that are observed as a shoulder of the main peak at
higher temperature prove that large droplets are present
in the emulsion. During melting, a first peak of eutectic
melting is clearly observed around –20°C, immediately
followed by the peak of progressive melting of ice which
ends at –9°C, corresponding to a composition of 13% of
NaCl in water for a purely binary system. Once again,
the cryo-SEM analysis clearly confirmed the polydispersity of the emulsion (droplets size from 2 to 100 lm) and
the geochemical analyses gave a total salinity of 110 g/L,
very close to the approximate value deduced from DSC.
In addition to these information, it is worth mentioning
that it is possible to determine the approximate water
content of the emulsion by integrating the melting signal
in so far as samples of the associated free water phase are
available in order to get a proper determination of the
melting enthalpy. Of course, the quantity of emulsion
analyzed by DSC being very small (a few mgs) it is recommended to confirm the water content by a Karl Fisher

titration especially in the case of polydisperse systems
[90].
Another interesting application of engineering concerns the field of emulsions breaking by electrocoalescence [87]. Electrostatic coalescers are generally used to
efficiently separate small water droplets from crude oil,
in the oilfield as in the refinery. The water molecule being
polar, applying an electrical field to a water-in-oil emulsion permits to speed up the coalescence between droplets and to enhance the settling velocities in industrial
gravity separators [78]. Recently, DSC was used to rapidly measure the efficiency of electrocoalescence in a specific prototype within the aim to evaluate the influence of
several design parameter such as voltage, frequency,
emulsion breaker concentration, residence time or temperature. The electrocoalescence efficiency E is defined
from the evolution of the droplet size given by the
DSC analysis of the emulsion before and after applying
the electrical stress. As shown on the typical thermograms presented in Figure 19a and 19b, A0 is the freezing
energy of the tiny–droplets peak of the initial emulsion
and Af is the freezing energy of the tiny-droplets peak
still present in the emulsion after applying the electrical
stress. This energy is calculated from the integration of
the peak area. The efficiency of electrocoalescence is
given by the following equation:
E ¼ 1  ðAf =A0 Þ

Finally, it is noteworthy that quantitative information
on the granulometry of emulsions may also be deduced
from data obtained during crystallization and in fact
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Typical DSC thermograms of the W/O emulsion a) before and b) after the application of the electrical field in the coalescer device
(from [87]).
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nucleation inside droplets. Two possibilities exist. First,
one may derive an equation between the crystallization
temperature of a droplet and its size from theoretical
consideration, as it has been described by [62, 86]. This
theoretical approach is based on the fact that to induce
freezing, the formation of an ice germ is required. Due
to capillary phenomena, it is possible to demonstrate
that the relation between the water droplet radius r
and the freezing temperature T* is given by the following
equation:
3T_ 0:69
r3 ¼  R T 
ð11Þ
4p
T m JdT
with the nucleation rate J given by:
2

J¼

presented and detailed in order to show the many possibilities offered by microcalorimetry to characterize complex systems that have an interest in the field of industry
and engineering.
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